
Welcome! 

Today’s presenters are:
• Rae Ostman, Project Co-PI, Arizona State University
• David Sittenfeld, Project Co-PI, Museum of Science
• Marta Beyer, Allison Anderson, and Owen Weitzman,

Museum of Science
• Patti Galvan and David Horwitz, American Chemical Society
• Emily Hostetler, Museum of Science

As we wait to get started with today’s discussion, please: 
Introduce yourself! Type your name, institution, and location into the Chat Box
Questions? Feel free to type your questions into the Chat Box at any time throughout 
the webinar or use the raise your hand function in the participants list and we’ll unmute 
your microphone.

Today’s discussion will be recorded and shared on nisenet.org at: 
nisenet.org/events/online-workshop

NISE Net Online Workshop
Making Chemistry Matter to Your Public Audiences –
Using Hands-on Activities to Stimulate Interest, 
Relevance, and Self-efficacy
Tuesday, September 17, 2019

http://www.nisenet.org/events/online-workshop


• Project overview, development 
process, implementation

• Research findings

• American Chemical Society (ACS) work 
and implementation of project 
framework

• ACS’s National Chemistry Week (NCW) 
2019, themed “Marvelous Metals”

• Applying the project framework to 
Explore Science: Let’s Do Chemistry kit 
activities aligned with NCW 2019 
theme

• Q&A

Online Workshop Overview

Credit: Science Museum of Minnesota, 2018



Rae Ostman
Arizona State University



Introduction

Project overview: Partners, goals, and activities

Development process: Design-based research

Implementation: Let’s Do Chemistry events



Overview



Project partners



Project goals and activities
To have a strategic impact on publics’ attitudes toward chemistry:

• interest in chemistry
• understanding and perception of its relevance
• feelings of self-efficacy with respect to it

through the creation of knowledge and educational activities that 
embody that knowledge



Development



1. Prototyping promising activities
2. Testing and data collection with visitors
3. Studying interactions among educators, visitors, and activities
4. Talking about the data together
5. Improving the activities and testing them again

Design-based research



Activity and training materials



Theoretical framework
Facilitation and design strategies that support learning



High-level findings
Facilitation strategies
• support engagement and learning generally rather than 

specifically

Design strategies
• To encourage interest in learning chemistry, chemistry 

content and activity format and structure are important
• To illustrate the relevance of chemistry to everyday life and 

societal issues, chemistry content is important
• To help learners develop feelings of self-efficacy related to 

learning chemistry, activity format and structure are 
important



Design strategies for interest

Chemistry is Colorful



Design strategies for relevance

What’s in the Water?



Design strategies for self-efficacy

Nature of Dye



Implementation



Let’s Do Chemistry events

250 sites across the US



Let’s Do Chemistry events

Museum of Science, Boston Science Museum of Minnesota, Saint Paul

Children’s Creativity Museum, San Francisco Sciencenter, Ithaca NY

Let’s Do Chemistry events



77%

17%

11%

7%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Museum / science center / informal science education organization

College / university

Professional chemistry / chemistry outreach program

Other

Organization type
(n=245)

Kit recipients

• Museums included science centers (51%) and children’s 
museums (49%)

• Chemistry organizations included ACS local sections (12%), 
chemistry departments/outreach groups at colleges and 
universities (9%), and ACS student chapters (8%)



80%

28%

15%

4%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Museum or science center

Other

University or college

Planetarium

Event location

• 80% Museums and science centers
• 28% other (e.g. libraries, K-12 schools, camps and afterschool)
• 15% Universities and colleges
• 4% planetariums



89%

87%

84%

51%

50%

39%

39%

37%

33%

16%

7%

1%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Girls

Low-income

Racial and ethnic minorities / communities of color

Rural

Spanish-speaking audiences

Disabled / differently abled

At-risk youth

Inner city

Other non-native English speakers

American Indian / Alaska Native

Other underserved audiences

N/A

• 210,526 people participated in events held Oct–Nov 2018 
• 6,121 volunteers facilitated hands-on activities
• Many partners continue to use their kits in other programming

Event participants

• 89% girls
• 87% low-income
• 84% racial/ethnic 

minorities



Collaborations

Collaborations reported by kit recipients:
• 69% reported using their activities during National Chemistry 

Week, October 21–27, 2018
• 40% reported working with ACS volunteers for their events: 

ACS local sections, student chapters
• 30% reported collaborating with a museum or an ACS group



Findings overview from the ChemAttitudes
design-based research

Marta Beyer, mbeyer@mos.org

Allison Anderson, aanderson@mos.org

Owen Weitzman, oweitzman@mos.org

Research Team Members

Museum of Science Science Museum of Minnesota

Liz Kollmann (Co-PI) Marjorie Bequette

Allison Anderson Gretchen Haupt

Marta Beyer Nikki Lewis

Owen Weitzman Hever Velazquez

mailto:mbeyer@mos.org
mailto:aanderson@mos.org
mailto:oweitzman@mos.org


Design-based research



Research questions

How should hands-on activities, events, and trainings 
be designed to increase visitors’ positive attitudes 
about interest in, relevance of, and self-efficacy 
around chemistry?

• How does activity content affect visitor attitudes about 
chemistry?

• How does activity format affect visitor attitudes about 
chemistry?

• How does activity facilitation affect visitor attitudes about 
chemistry?



Data collection methods

Activity Testing and Development with museum visitors
• Paired interviews & observations (n=274) • Videotapes (n=44)
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Activity testing &
development
Event facilitator survey

National Chemistry Week Events facilitator feedback
• Follow up online survey (n=254)



Content and Format Findings



Design criteria for Interest in the theoretical 
framework

Outcomes

Public participants 
will have an 
increased interest in 
the field of 
chemistry.

Content should include:
•Applications / uses

Program formats should:
•Be hands-on and interactive
•Allow for observation of phenomena 
•Allow for experimenting with 

variables

•Chemistry concepts*
•Connections to everyday life*
•Connections across other STEM topics*

*= strategies emerging from the interviews

•Allow for use of tools and materials*
•Evoke familiar experiences*



Design criteria for Relevance in the theoretical 
framework

Outcomes

Public participants 
will have an 
increased 
understanding of 
the relevance of the 
field of chemistry to 
their lives.

Content should include:
•Applications / uses
•Connections to everyday life
•Connections across STEM topics
•Societal issues

Program formats should:
•Evoke familiar experiences

•Chemistry concepts*

•Allow for use of tools and materials*
•Involve observation of phenomena*

*= strategies emerging from the interviews



Design criteria for Self-efficacy in the theoretical 
framework

Outcomes

Public 
participants will 
have increased 
feelings of self-
efficacy about 
chemistry (their 
ability to do 
chemistry 
activities and 
participate in 
conversations 
about chemistry).

Content should include:
•Chemistry concepts

Program formats should:

•Be hands-on and interactive
•Allow for use of tools and materials

•Connections to everyday life*

•Be simple to do and easy to 
understand*
•Evoke familiar experiences*
•Allow for observation of phenomena*
•Allow for experimenting with variables*

*= strategies emerging from the interviews



How does content and format 
affect visitor attitudes?

• Visitors felt that:
– Both content and format supported 

increasing interest

– Content was important for increasing 
relevance

– Format was key for increasing self-efficacy

• Facilitators perceive format as 
more important than content for 
supporting interest, relevance, 
and self-efficacy



Implications and considerations

• Our team considered these ideas when 
designing the Let’s Do Chemistry kit

• You can use these findings when creating 
the content and format of your 
educational products

• Facilitators might need support in 
understanding the role that content and 
format can play in increasing visitor 
interest, relevance, and self-efficacy



Facilitation Findings



Facilitation strategies

• Invite Participation
• Techniques that initiate visitor engagement or 

participation

• Support Exploration
• Techniques that maintain visitor engagement in the 

process of participating in or “moving through” the 
activity

• Deepen Understanding
• Techniques that encourage and support meaning-

making



What does facilitation 
look like?



How often are the different 
facilitation strategies used?

6% 15%

27%

58%

49%

22%

25%

Video
(n=44  )

Survey
(n=220)

Distribution of estimated time in each facilitation move

Other Invite participation Support exploration Deepen understanding



When during the activities does 
each facilitation strategy occur?

Coding Key

Invite participation

Supporting exploration

Deepening understanding

Other



What did Invite Participation 
look like?
• Invite Participation includes techniques that initiate 

visitor engagement or participation. 

Invite Participation Facilitation Techniques

A. Providing an introduction or activity overview

B. Giving broad directions or modeling the use 
of tools
C. Building rapport with participants

D. Learning about participants' prior experiences 
or understandings of chemistry
E. Encouraging all group members to participate 
and/or re-engage when attention waned
F. Transitioning between different portions of an 
activity or pursuing a new goal
G. Giving visitors the option to stop but the 
encouragement to stay
H. Spark (other)

Overall findings
• Techniques varied 

widely and generally 
happened rarely

• There was always an 
introduction or an 
activity overview



What did Support Exploration 
look like? 
• Support Exploration includes techniques that 

maintain visitor engagement in the process of 
participating in or “moving through” the activity. 

Support Exploration Facilitation Techniques

I. Maintaining momentum: Offering positive 
reinforcement
J. Maintaining momentum: basic information or 
vocabulary
K. Maintaining momentum: Step-by-step instructions

L. Supporting inquiry: asking participants to make 
observations and predictions
M. Supporting inquiry: encouraging iteration and 
continued experimentation
N. Sustain (Other)

Overall findings
• Positive 

reinforcement was 
used commonly 
across all cases

• All of the other 
techniques were 
used a fair amount 
as well



What did Deepen Understanding 
look like?
• Deepen Understanding includes techniques that 

encourage and support meaning-making. 

Deepen Understanding Facilitation Techniques
O. Providing information to help participants 
understand why or how something is happening

P. Providing supplemental information to enhance the 
participant's knowledge or to make connections 
outside the activity
Q. Supporting meaning making by encouraging 
participants to apply something they learned during 
the activity
R. Supporting meaning making by encouraging 
participants to explain why or how something is 
happening
S. Deepen (other)

Overall findings
• Facilitators frequently 

use the technique of 
“providing 
supplemental 
information to enhance 
the participant’s 
knowledge or to make 
connections outside 
the activity.”



Implications and considerations

• Facilitators will use a variety of techniques when inviting 
participation and should make sure to include an activity 
introduction.

• Facilitators will likely spend a majority of their time 
supporting exploration and should use positive reinforcement.

• Facilitators will spend some of their time deepening visitors’ 
understandings, and as a part of this facilitation, should 
provide supplemental information as a way to enhance 
knowledge or make connections outside the activity.



What is the relationship 
between facilitation and interest, 
relevance, and self-efficacy?



Possible relationships between 
facilitation and visitors’ attitudes
• The data suggest that:

• Deepening understanding moves may increase visitor 
understandings of relevance, and that providing 
supplemental information is especially helpful

• Supporting exploration moves may increase visitor self-
efficacy, and that encouraging visitors to explain how or 
why something is happening is important

• Discussion about visitors’ prior experiences and 
knowledge may also be helpful to increasing relevance and 
self-efficacy



American Chemical Society

Ways ACS is Implementing 
the Let’s Do Chemistry 
Framework
Patti Galvan

Program Manager, Science Outreach



ACS and Let’s Do Chemistry

American Chemical Society 45

1. Activity Write-Ups

2. Hands-On Science Events

3. Training/Workshops



Activity Write-Ups

American Chemical Society 46



Hands-On Science Events

American Chemical Society 47



Kids Zones

American Chemical Society 48



Training/Workshops

American Chemical Society 49



American Chemical Society

Leverage ACS resources and 
Let’s Do Chemistry for 
National Chemistry Week 
2019
David C. Horwitz

Program Manager, Science Outreach



NCW Background

• Celebrated annually during the fourth week of October

• National Chemistry Week (NCW) unites ACS local sections, student 
chapters, technical divisions, businesses, schools, and science 
enthusiasts in communicating the importance of chemistry to the public at 
the local, national, and global levels to make a positive change in the 
public's impression of chemistry.

American Chemical Society 51



NCW Reach

• NCW 2017
– 81% of ACS local sections participated

– 163K+ issues of the Celebrating Chemistry were distributed

• NCW 2018
– 91% of ACS local sections participated

– 167K+ issues of the Celebrating Chemistry were distributed

– ACS local sections interacted with more than 75K+ people at in-person events

– NCW reached more than 25M+ online

American Chemical Society 52



NCW Collaborations

American Chemical Society 53

The New York Local Section teams up with 
the New York Hall of Science, and 19 
universities and nonprofit organizations, to 
host an annual NCW event for 1,200 
attendees



NCW Collaborations

American Chemical Society 54

The Northeast Tennessee 
Local Section works with 
Eastman Chemical to provide 
1,400 students a day of 
chemistry



NCW Collaborations

American Chemical Society 55

The Puget Sound Local Section 
teams up a local ACS student 
chapter to visit 23 middle school 
classrooms



NCW Collaborations

American Chemical Society 56

The Permian Basin Local Section works 
with three ACS high school ChemClubs to 
host tables of activities at the local mall 
and during the annual homecoming float 
parade



NCW Resources

American Chemical Society 57

NCW Coordinator Lookup Platform

www.ncwlookup.acs.org



NCW Resources

American Chemical Society 58

Educational Resources

www.acs.org/ncw



NCW Resources

American Chemical Society 59

Digital Celebrating Chemistry

www.acs.org/celebratingchemistry



NCW Resources

American Chemical Society 60

Illustrated Poem Contest

www.acs.org/ncw



NCW Resources

American Chemical Society 61

Promotional Items

www.store.acs.org



NCW Resources

American Chemical Society 62

Design Toolkit

Social Media
• #NCW
• #NationalChemistryWeek
• Marvelous Metals
• Twitter - @ACS_NCW
• Facebook - National Chemistry Week

www.acs.org/ncw



Are you planning a chemistry event during 
National Chemistry Week 2019?

American Chemical Society 63



Find an Event

NCW Resources

American Chemical Society 64

www.acs.org/ncw



Thank You!

NCW 2019 – October 20-26
Questions? Contact outreach@acs.org



Let’s Do Chemistry: 
National Chemistry Week!



www.nisenet.org/national-chemistry-week



Event Planning and Partnership Guide
http://nisenet.org/catalog/explore-science-lets-do-
chemistry-event-planning-and-promotion-guide
Guide covers:
• Planning timeline
• National Chemistry Week
• Collaborations and finding local experts
• Training staff and volunteers
• Additional resources
• Evaluating your event
• Promotional and marketing materials

Event Planning and Partnerships Guide





Applying the Let’s Do Chemistry 
Learning  Framework to 

New Activities 

Emily Hostetler
Forum Education Associate II
Museum of Science, Boston

Interest Relevance Self-efficacy



Selecting Activities 

1. Consider IRS on a surface level 

2. Review & select activities based on IRS 

design strategies 

3. Amend activities as needed

4. Create facilitation guide

5. Test!



• 2hrs on floor per activity

• 6 - 9 interviews per activity
• Used data collection instruments provided by MOS Research & Evaluation 

Team

• General Museum audience, participants were ~4 - 14yrs 

Testing Activities 



Electrical Metal Etching
Can you make your mark in metal? Using chemistry and electricity, create a design by instantly corroding metal!

Framework Goal: Interest

Strategies Observed

Observation of phenomena 3

Applications and uses of chemistry 2

Other 2

Hands-on and interactive 1

Beautiful 1



Is There Iron in Your Cereal?
Is there iron in cereal? In this activity, visitors will use a strong magnet to extract iron from iron-fortified breakfast cereal. 

Framework Goal: Relevance

Strategies Observed

Connections to everyday life 2

Chemistry concepts 2

Applications and uses of chemistry 1



Can it Conduct? Make Your Own Circuit!
Do all metals conduct electricity? In this activity, visitors will experiment with various types of metals to complete 
a circuit and make a lightbulb light up, or a buzzer buzz!

Framework Goal: Self Efficacy

Strategies Observed

Chemistry concepts 2

Simple to do and easy to understand 1

Use of tools and materials 1

Hands-on and interactive 1

Fun 1

Other 1



Questions?



PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT



Upcoming Online Workshops

Empowering Girls in Science Through 
Growth Mindset and the New Girl Scout 
Space Science Badges
Tuesday, October 8, 2019
2pm-3pm Eastern / 11am-12pm Pacific

Online Workshop: Programming for 
Audiences with Special Needs
Tuesday, November 19, 2019
2pm-3pm Eastern / 11am-12pm Pacific

Learn more at nisenet.org/events



NISE Net & Upcoming Conferences

ASTC 2019 Conference, hosted by Ontario Science Center 
September 21-24, 2019 in Ontario, CA

• Booth in Exhibit Hall
• Sessions
• Partner Happy Hour and Breakfast

https://www.nisenet.org/events/astc/astc-annual-
conference-2019

2019 Great Lakes Planetarium Association (GLPA) 
Conference
October 23-26, 2019 in Toledo, OH

• Booth in Exhibit Hall
• Come say hi!

https://glpa.org/2019

https://www.nisenet.org/events/astc/astc-annual-conference-2019
https://glpa.org/2019


Learn more and access the 
NISE Network’s online digital resources

nisenet.org

Follow NISE Net on social networking
nisenet.org/social

Subscribe to the monthly newsletter
nisenet.org/newsletter

Get Involved 



Explore Science: Let’s Do Chemistry 
Promo Videos

Let’s Do Chemistry promo videos (15 and 30 seconds, and 3 minutes)
https://www.nisenet.org/catalog/explore-science-lets-do-chemistry-promo-video

https://www.nisenet.org/catalog/explore-science-lets-do-chemistry-promo-video


This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant Number 
DRL 1612482. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material 
are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the view of the National Science Foundation.

Thank You
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